
I. Introduction 

A novelty to counter neurodegenerative diseases such as Alzheimer’s or peripheral nerve 
injury (PNI) has been in high demand for the past century. Alzheimer’s disease is a well-known 
disorder that causes nerve tissue to progressively degrade with time. Additionally, PNI is refers to 
an array of conditions that cause peripheral nerve damage; for example, brachial plexus injury and 
Wallerian degeneration are considered to be PNIs. Current treatments, such as pharmaceutical 
drugs and surgery, are reported to help manage symptoms caused by these injuries and disorders. 
Microsurgeries are being utilized to alleviate pain from PNI, however, because human biology is 
so complex which hinders neuronal regeneration, any damage caused may be permanent. While 
these procedures are effective, they are reported to lack post-neurorepair recoveries and growth 
[1]. Thus, the need for a commodity to rejuvenate the damaged neuronal tissue has seen a great 
deal of attention. 

According to the National Institute of Biomedical Imaging and Bioengineering, biomaterials 
can be defined as natural or synthetic materials that serve the purpose to replace or enhance 
damaged tissue or a biological function [2]. This relatively new and improving field within tissue 
engineering has gained a lot of attention due to its countless applications in medicine (i.e. 
diagnostics, drug delivery and imaging). Based off research, one biomaterial that has seen 
consideration for clinical use is graphene-based nanocomposites (GNs) for the use of neuron 
regeneration [3,5-11,13]. This biomaterial is reported to have high electrical conductivity, 
biocompatibility, high surface area, mechanical strength and easily modifiable properties [3]. 
When considering neuron regeneration, electrical conductivity is important because the neurons 
themselves need to have the capability to “fire” through action potentials; biocompatibility refers 
to the acceptance and functionality of biomaterials within the host; moreover, having a high 
surface area allows for more cell adhesion and interactions with molecules. Theoretically, in such 
clinical situations where GNs are being used for neuron regeneration, the biomaterial needs to 
exhibit mechanical strength or a Young’s Modulus to that similarly found in native neuronal tissue. 
Modifiable properties include various topological, physiochemical, biological and therapeutic 
cues/molecules that can be incorporated within the GNs to enhance or specify their role as a 
nanoparticle. 

The overall purpose of this literature review is to compile and acknowledge the ongoing 
conversation, assessment and application of graphene-based nanocomposites as an applicable 
biomaterial for neural tissue degeneration. 
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II. Biocompatibility 

Biomaterials seek to be biocompatible, otherwise, materials like GNs would be harmful 
to the human body in the form of cyto- and genotoxins. Therefore, biocompatibility refers to the 
ability in which biomaterials are accepted by the native immune system to induce proper 
functionality without releasing unwanted byproducts [4]. Shin et al. reviewed up-to-date results 
from researchers applying the graphene biomaterial to various medical disciplines: neural, bone, 
cardiac, cartilage, skeletal muscle and skin. Moreover, Shin et al. reported that the graphene-
based material being applied for neuronal growth was seen to have biocompatible properties 
with no signs of rejection [5]. In comparison, Akhavan et al. assessed the performance of various 
graphene-based sheets for stem cell compatibility and differentiation rate. The results show 
ginseng-reduced graphene oxide (ginseng-rGO) film displayed higher biocompatibility and 
differentiation when compared to hydrazine-rGO films. The authors reported the better 
differentiation was due to the higher biocompatibility material [6]. Thus, there is a direct linear 
relationship between biocompatibility and differentiation rate between various graphene-based 
materials. 

Moreover, Wei et al. discovered a bio-ink composed of neural stem cells (NSCs), bioactive 
graphene nanoplatelets and gelatin methacrylamide (GelMA) that targeted nerve tissue 
regeneration. The authors reported this porous hydrogel provided a biocompatible 
microenvironment for the growth of NSCs with well-defined homogenous distribution [7]. This 
report helps contributes to the evidence showing that graphene material can be integrated 
within other materials while remaining biocompatible. In comparison, Hu et al. assessed GO 
nanosheets for cytotoxicity in the presence of fetal bovin serum (FBS) and concluded that in the 
presence of FBS within GO nanosheets, there was a cytotoxic relationship in vitro [8]. However, 
Xu et al. sought out to discover graphene oxide (GO) derivatives as the previous two-dimensional 
GO reported to display toxic properties for in vitro and in vivo. As a result, Xu et al. created four 
GO derivatives—aminated GO (GO-NH2), poly(acrylamide)-functionalized GO (GO-PAM), 
poly(acrylic acid)-functionalized GO (GO-PAA) and poly(ethylene glycol)-functionalized GO (GO-
PEG)—where GO-PEG and GO-PAA were seen to have induced less toxicity and better 
biocompatibility when compared to generic 2-D GO [9]. Moreover, Zhang et al. brought to 
attention of utilizing dextran (DEX)—a biocompatible polymer widely used as a coating agent for 
biomaterials—to coat GO to enhance biocompatibility while lowering toxicity of the generic GO 
nanosheet in vivo. The conjugate was reported to show reduced size, increased thickness and 
noticeably improved stability [10]. Thus, graphene-based materials have the ability to be 
modified in numerous ways to exhibit or enhance ideal properties. 

 

III. Electrical Conductivity 

With one objective of biomaterials being biomimetic—functioning as native tissue—
materials that integrate within either the CNS or PNS need to mimic the electrical properties 
exhibited by native neurons. Graphene has been seen to display the same conductive properties 
as native tissue [5]. However, a challenge arises when effectively differentiating NSCs into 
neurons with uniaxial alignment for cellular communication and networking. Yet, Qing et al. 



reported by manipulating certain biophysical cues (i.e., conductivity through the use of graphene) 
there appears to given the ability to strictly control stem cell fate. Moreover, one way the 
researchers sought to apply this solution was by creating a reduced-graphene paper coated with 
electrospinning nanofibers. By creating such a system, the complex was able to successfully 
differentiate NSCs into uniaxial aligned neurons while displaying high conductivity and 
biocompatibility [11]. 

As previously mentioned, Wei et al. created a novel graphene-gelatin complex that 
displayed biocompatible properties, however, this property wasn’t the only benefit presented by 
the porous hydrogel. The researchers reported this material exhibited excellent electrical 
conductivity due to the decreased UV-induced crosslinking of GelMA with GO [7]. Having a 
material that is biomimetic to neural tissue, it’s crucial to exhibit specific properties: conductivity, 
biocompatibility, structure and mechanical strength. However, by hindering features and 
characteristics, the biomaterial will become bioinert and toxic rather than bioactive and 
compatible. From these properties, mechanical strength is essential when considering the native 
tissue’s environment and pressure. 

 

IV. Structural Properties 

Implantable materials that serve a purpose need to thrive within the area they are 
imbedded. Meaning, the material needs to have the mechanical strength to withstand any 
physical manipulation such as pressure, torsion and tension. Thus far, graphene has been 
reported to be the strongest material discovered with an ultimate tensile strength of 130 
gigapascals. This substantial amount of strength is believed to be due to the 0.142 Nm-long 
carbon bonded atoms, forming a honeycomb hexagonal shape [12]. However, this applies to raw 
graphene, meaning, once researchers begin to manipulate the physical or chemical structure of 
graphene (i.e., transforming graphene into reduced graphene oxide) there expects to be a change 
in mechanical properties. 

For instance, Feng et al. created graphene coated nanofibers to greatly enhance the 
mechanical strength and conductivity. The fibers remained intact after experiencing great 
amounts of torsion: some 5000 twist cycles within a 2.5 circle twist [13]. By fabricating nanofibers 
with GO, the material’s structure, including the fibers, was able withhold massive amounts of 
torque. Thus, if a material was to be placed within an area that experiences a considerable 
amount of torsion and pressure, utilizing a graphene derivative like GO as a coating agent or base 
would be ideal to compensate for the amount of pressure experienced within the nervous 
system.  

Across numerous biomaterials, another major advantage arises in having the ability to 
easily modify components or adhere various materials to enhance features or characteristics. As 
applied by researchers, Feng et al. wrapped GO sheets around electro-spun poly nanofibers to 
create, as previously discussed, a three-dimensional graphene coated structure. Additionally, this 
modification to the nanofibers by attaching graphene enhanced both the mechanical strength 
and conductivity of the material. This allowed Feng et al. to conclude their material was able to 
perform at an optimal level within native neural tissue. 



In addition to enhancing properties through modification, Akhavan et al. introduced a 
ginseng-rGO to amplify the overall biocompatibility and differentiation rate of NSCs [6]. 
Graphene-based nanomaterials are reported to have various modifiable components: 
electrostatic interaction, molecular bonding, hydrophobicity, hydrophilicity, conjuncted 
biomolecules and chemical functional groups [3]. With many different ways to enhance materials 
and graphene, personalized or patient-specific medicine is foreseeable in the application of 
neuronal diseases. 

 

V. Potential Applications and Future Challenges 

            The underlining goal for a biomaterial like graphene and each derivative is to be applied 
within clinical situations to improve everyday life. For graphene, this clinical application could aid 
individuals experiencing neurodegenerative diseases such as Alzheimer’s, Parkinson’s, 
Huntington’s, Amyotrophic lateral sclerosis (ALS) and motor neuron disease through drug 
delivery, diagnostics or tissue regeneration. However, for graphene nanocomposites to be 
applicable for various and complex diseases, they need to show promise within in vitro and in 
vivo settings. Additionally, biomaterials produce overall better cellular communication as a 3-
dimensional structure rather than the 2-dimensional structure graphene displays. Toxicity is yet 
another challenge most introductory metal-based materials face within in vitro and in vivo animal 
models. For example, GO and unmodified graphene was observed to induce cytotoxic behaviors 
once introduced within animal models [8]. However, by further exploring the numerous complex 
combinations of graphene derivatives, it’s possible to discover a composite that counters toxicity 
while enhancing other wanted properties [6]. Thus, further in-depth research for the in vivo 
application and composition of GNs are necessary. 
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